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DISTRICT COURT

STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF CARVER

FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
PROBA TE DIVISION

Court File No. IO-PR-16-46
Judge Kevin W. Eide

In the Matter of:
Estate of Prince Rogers Nelson,
Decedent.

DECLARATION OF
BRIAN WOLFE
[REDACTED]

I, Brian Wolfe, declare and state as follows:
1.

I am the Manager of the Estate Administration Department at Comerica Bank &

Trust, N.A. ("Comerica"). I have been with Comerica for six years. Previously, I was with JP
Morgan Chase, where I was responsible for trust and estate matters, including the running,
auditing, and inventorying of trust asset vaults. In conjunction with Angela Aycock and Andrea
Bruce, I have been supervising the inventory process at Paisley Park for the Estate of Prince
Rogers Nelson (the "Estate").
2.

After its appointment as Personal Representative of the Estate, Comerica began

the process of inventorying the audio and video assets located at Paisley Park. We created a
customized database to log and track the assets and trained ten Comerica staff on the database
and inventory procedures. In March 2017, our staff began the process of inventorying these
assets on-site at Paisley Park.
3.

We located audio and video assets in several areas of Paisley Park.
The remaining

assets were located in office or residential spaces referred to as the "Pre-Vault," "White Room,"
"Gold Room," "Archived Storage Room," and "Studio Storage Room."
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It was apparent that there had not been an organization system in place for storing the

assets, as they were not arranged by chronology or in any other discernable order, nor was there
any catalog system to account for all of the assets.
4.

We inventoried the assets item by item by removing each item to a nearby work

station within 40 feet of the item's
description,

original

location,

inspecting

the item and logging its

condition, and location into our customized database, and then returning the item to

its original location or, in some cases, to another secure location.
assets discovered

in the garage were inventoried

For example, audio/video

and then stored in the Pre-Vault rather than

returned to the garage. Each item was assigned a unique number and barcode, matching it to the
corresponding
5.

entry in the inventory database.
By August 11, 2017, we had completed

inventory of items in the Vault, Pre-

Vault, Gold Room, and a portion of the White Room, and we had entered nearly"
assets into our database.

unique

We have since completed inventory of the White Room, Archived

Storage Room, and most of the Studio Storage Room and have entered nearly _

unique

assets into database total. Our inventory process is now at least 90% complete.
6.

During our inventory, my team and I observed numerous

shortcomings

in the

storage conditions at Paisley Park including the following:
•

•

•

Paisley Park operates as a museum that is open to the public, which increases
potential access to the storage areas.
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•

•
•

•

None of the storage spaces-including the Vault-appeared to have humidity
controls and all appeared to have insufficient climate controls for the proper
preservation of audio and video materials.

•

We encountered boxes adhered to shelves that we had to peel off, cardboard
boxes with evidence of water damage, mold on assets, rusted film canisters, and
containers of film that smelled strongly of vinegar, which is an indication of
acetate film degradation.

7.

These conditions, as well as a report we received from a security consultant hired

to evaluate Paisley Park, led us to the conclusion that the Estate's audio and video assets were
not being well preserved at Paisley Park and should not continue to be stored there.
8.

After researching and vetting storage and archiving facilities and reviewing the

proposal we received from Iron Mountain Entertainment Services, Comerica and Troy Carter
determined that Iron Mountain's Hollywood, California storage and archival facility is the
optimal place for storing and preserving the Estate's audio and video assets. This decision was
based on the specialized nature of the Hollywood facility, which is intended for storage and
archiving of entertainment assets specifically, the level of security and privacy offered by a
dedicated vault at the facility, their expertise in preservation of audio and video media, and the
world-class archival and digitization studio on-site.
9.

We transferred the audio and video assets from the Vault, Pre-Vault, and Gold

Room to Iron Mountain's Hollywood facility on August 6, 2017. I personally supervised the
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loading of the Estate's assets onto Iron Mountain's trucks at Paisley Park, sealed the trucks using
a seal marked with a unique identifier, monitored the trucks by GPS, flew to Los Angeles, and
then personally verified and broke the seals upon the trucks' arrival at Iron Mountain's
Hollywood facility.

Comerica filmed and photographed the process.

The Carver County

Sherriff's Office was also notified of the heightened activity at Paisley Park when the assets were
loaded onto Iron Mountain's trucks.
10.

We anticipate completing the transfer of assets to Iron Mountain by the end of this

month.
I declare under penalty of perjury that everything I have stated in this document is true
and correct.

County,

f'kit?,,}\,

